Netflix, SBS On Demand, Spotify, 2GB
873, Messenger
10 Play, Foxtel GO, Stan, Kayo, YouTube
Apple Music, iView, Google Maps, Viber,
NRL Live
Some of these sites are exclusively for
streaming.
For others, is it only one of their services.

These slides try to group types of
streaming.
The top 3 here are paid.
The coloured label is the one pictured.

The top 2 are paid.
Podcasts are like radio programs on
demand.
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Snapchat popularised the streaming of
‘filtered’ pictures and movies that only
last for a limited time.

Streaming is now powerful enough to
show live events with minimal lag (AKA
low latency).
The apps can send/receive a number of
sources of information at once.
Picture shows live game streaming using
the Twitch app to watch and comment on
a player named ‘Ninja’ who is playing the
game Fortnite in Battle Royale mode.

The technology has arrived, and many
people have it.
• Big televisions and fast
smartphones
• Fast broadband, NBN and cellular
services
• More data on smartphone plans.

Commercial broadcast radio has been
around since the 1920s.
Commercial TV began being popular in
the US in the 1930s and 40s
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The ABC was once supported by radio &
TV licences.
They were abolished in 1974.

Spotify has 35 million songs available
Stan has 1,286 moves and 494 TV shows
available

We will mainly look at video and music
streaming for the remainder of this talk.

1,000MB = 1GB
This shows the data used at the app’s
lower quality setting.
Most services will reduce the data used
to match your connection.
Netflix will use up to 3000MB for 4K
video.
YouTube ranges from 100MB to 750MB.
Usage shown is at the default quality.
Spotify can use up to 144MB at highest
quality setting.
The three others seem to have a fixed
setting.
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SD = Standard Definition (480p or DVD
quality)
HD = High Definition (1080p)
4K = Four times HD (2160) You may need
up to 25MBPS for this
Mbps = Megabits per second
Most NBN plans will have adequate
speed for at least SD video.
Some mobile plans may not be fast
enough for video to be streamed.
You may need to plug in battery devices.
Part of the reason for high battery usage
when watching video is that the screen is
continually on.
Playing music would not use as much.

Your service provider may have their own
speed test website, like Telstra and
Optus.
Search on the Internet for ‘speed test’.
Otherwise, use the Ookla one here:
https://www.speedtest.net/

YouTube: also has premium $11.99 to
$17.99 per month.
Netflix: has 30-day free trial, $9.99,
$13.99, $17.99 month for more users and
higher resolution.
Spotify: also has Free with ads and a 3month free trial for $0.99.
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In 2018, Netflix Australia had 1,569 TV
shows and 4,010 movies available.
It has been increasing original content
and ratio of TV shows over movies.
Many of the TV shows are Netflix
originals.

Downloading content at home will save
data on mobile and can be viewed
without Internet.
There is a limit of how many screens per
account.

Spotify has 35 million songs available.
Some tracks have synced lyrics and
background information while they play.
Some things, like playlists and
downloaded music, have limitations.

Geo-fencing of content means that
Australia gets some content after the US.
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You must have a digital computer with a
HDMI connection and so does your
computer.
The TV will mirror the apps or website
screen on the computer screen.
The computer will need an internet
connection, but the TV does not.
Windows 10 has some streaming apps in
the Microsoft Store.
Some televisions have apps of their own
and can be directly connected to the
Internet (called smart TVs). They do not
need another Internet connected device.
Hopefully they have the app you want
already installed.
Look for an App button on your remote.
These built-in apps may need updates, if
they are available.
The Apple TV unit connects wirelessly

There may be proprietary cables or 3rd
party cables that will work, but it is not
assured.
Using Chromecast and the Home app is
probably the most universal solution at
the moment.
The Chromecast connects wirelessly.
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Like all things digital, it will get faster and
more pervasive
5G will arrive with 100 Mbps minimum.
Some tests show up to 3,000 Mbps
Netflix has increased prices in the US by
18% in 2019.
Spotify has not made a profit in 10 years
but has been ordered to share more
money with music companies.
It has paid less than a cent each time
someone listens to a song.
They were also boycotted by some artists
over low remuneration and the free tier.
Disney now has a controlling interest in
Hulu. Will they take back their content
from other services?
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